Forest Fire Prevention
The ITER site pays careful attention to fire
prevention rules. With the arrival of summer,
it is important to take all necessary precautions to limit the risk of forest fires.
In accordance with the local government
decree concerning fire risks, which came
into force on the 1st of June, special measures
have been taken to meet the requirements
of the National Forestry Commission and the
Bouches-du-Rhône department's fire and
rescue service. First, the grass has been cut
in different areas such as the zone where
the poloidal coil production building will be
constructed (located less than 200 m from
forest land), the site where the future ITER
headquarters will be built and the natural
valley where natural material from the site
is stocked (earth, rock...). Fire hydrants have
also been installed in various parts of the
future work zones.
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Creation of a
New Masters
Programme
As of October 2010, students will be able to enrol
for a Masters in « Energy Laws and Governance ».

Valve chamber

After four months of work, the team from
the Valerian company have finished laying
the pipeline which will bring water from the
Canal de Provence to the cooling system
of the ITER research facility. Nearly 224
tubes of a diameter of 700 mm have been
assembled during the work, over a distance
of 1.5 km within the site grounds and 2.5 m
under the ground. The final part, the valve
chamber (nearly 4 m by 3 m), included the
tightening of some 224 bolts and took nearly
a week to complete. High pressure water
tests (9 bars) were carried out at the end
of June.

Job Opportunities
on Site

Site visit

The Job Centre organised an information
morning for job hunters and people seeking
career advice on the ITER site on the 16th of
June 2010. About 30 young 20 to 26 year olds
from the neighbouring towns and villages
(Saint Paul-lez-Durance, Manosque, Pertuis
and Aix-en-Provence) attended that morning
and learnt about different employment
opportunities created by construction sites
such as ITER (building, « green » jobs, administration...). The site visit gave them a global
view of the work accomplished and of that to
come, and Dominique Teixeira, in charge of
laying the pipelines for the cooling water of
the ITER site, shared his enduring enthusiasm
and passion for the job with them. He started
work as a labourer more than 20 years ago
and has progressively taken the professional
opportunities offered to him.

Ahead of Schedule
Teams from ITER Organization and the domestic
European agency were able to move into their
new office space on the 31st of May 2010 - more
than ten days before the date initially scheduled.
It has taken Agence Iter France less than nine
months to have the set of temporary offices
built and fitted out. Almost forty people have
been involved in assembling the 144 modular
blocks (creating 5 700 m2 of workspace on two
levels) and the outside facilities (car parks, roads,
lighting and access gate).

Public Enquiry

From 23rd June to
23rd July 2010
A public enquiry concerning the poloidal coil production building is being
held from the 23rd of June to the 23rd of
July 2010. The building will contain the
storage room for the supra-conductive
niobium-titanium threads (50 coils
of 20 tonnes each) and the assembly
chain for the ITER poloidal coils with a
diameter of 24 metres. The building will
be constructed on the ITER platform and
will cover a surface area of 41 000 m2.
The offices will be on the south-west
facade and the technical rooms on the
south-east facade. Five cooling towers
(including one reserve tower) will
produce the water for the cooling circuit
of the air-conditioning system of the
building and the production process
of the coils. Raymond Dussert-Vidalet,
Public Enquiry Commissioner, will be
available to the public on nine occasions
during the public enquiry (5 times at the
Saint Paul-lez-Durance town hall and
4 at the Vinon-sur-Verdon town hall).

Visits

Aix-en-Provence Law University

All energy projects, whether they be the
creation of a wind farm, a fusion energy
research facility (like ITER), or a fuel
extraction site, are subject to complex legal
regimes.
For several years energy laws have evolved
under the influence of environmental laws
and public consultation procedures. In the
70's and 80's France reinforced laws related
to environmental protection. The 90's saw
the development of measures encouraging
environmental recognition and consultation
on project development on a European and
international scale. Now, the principle of
public participation is part of the French
legal system. It is in this context that the
programme entitled « Energy Laws and
Governance » has been created by the University of Paul Cézanne Aix-Marseille III and
the National Institute for Nuclear Sciences
and Techniques (INSTN), with the support of
the CEA Legal Director.
Starting this coming academic year, the
programme aims to train future legal advisers, giving them a global comprehension
of energy laws and politics. Organised in
six modules, it favours a multidiscipli-
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nary approach (energy laws, economics and
environment). It is aimed at lawyers,
consultants, private sector project managers,
magistrates specialised in energy and environmental laws and the personnel of public
sector organisations and companies.
www-instn.cea.fr
laetitia.grammatico@cea.fr
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School visit (Vinon-sur-Verdon)

More than 2 700 new visitors were
welcomed to the site during May and
June: numerous local residents (more
than 30 % of the visitors), school children
from nearby towns and villages (mainly
from Vinon-sur-Verdon, Saint Paul-lezDurance and Manosque International
School) and also foreign delegations
such as representatives of the Korean
Ministry of Research and Technology
and Spanish journalists from Barcelona.
More than 22 900 visitors have come to
the site since 2007.
ITER site visits
From Monday to Friday
From 9am to 5.30pm

VISIT THE ITER
construction SITE

Cadarache training centre (INSTN)

Telephone the Agence
Iter France on
+33 4 42 25 32 10!

News

Compensatory
Measures
In accordance with the local
government decree published
on the 3rd of March 2008,
Agence Iter France is committed
to several compensatory measures. Their aim is to:
• Acquire 480 hectares of
forest land to establish a
conservation programme.
• Carry out ecological inventories on 1 200 hectares of
land with a view to preserving the species identified.
Detailed reports of the inventories carried out in 2009 are
available on the website
www.itercadarache.org.
• Finance a thesis on biodiversity.
• Create a public awareness
programme on biodiversity.

The Biodiversity
Committee
The ITER Biodiversity Committee is presided over by
the Regional Prefect, represented by Yves Lucchesi,
the Sous-Prefect of Aix-enProvence, with Hervé Le
Guyader, professor of biology
at the Pierre and Marie Curie
University serving as his
Vice President. The committee
includes scientific experts
in the fields of biodiversity
(insects, flora, fauna, bats,
etc), representatives of institutions and associations
for environmental protection,
government representatives
(the Prefecture, the ProvenceAlpes-Côte d'Azur Regional
Department for the Environment, Development and
Housing [Dreal PACA]) and
elected
representatives.
The committee has a mission of information, counsel and orientation for the
implementation of the compensatory measures defined
within the framework of the
construction of the ITER site.

Biodiversity
Thesis
Work on the thesis, which is
to be financed by Agence Iter
France, will be supervised by
a team of research scientists
from the « conservation of species, monitoring and restoration
of populations » research unit
at the National Natural History
Museum. The strength of the
project lies in the versatility of
the team and their expertise
in the field of biodiversity.
The thesis aims to combine
different approaches for
assessing
compensatory
measures through the use of
a wide range of tools: fundamental ecology, modelling and
indicator development.
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Biodiversity

Operational Actions
Members of the ITER Biodiversity Committee met in
Cadarache on the 26th of May 2010 for the sixth time since
this decision-making body was created. This time, the aim
was to take an in-depth look at the land acquisition strategy
and the public awareness programme created by Agence
Iter France.
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Forests,
an unexpected
world!

Typical pruning of an oak tree to encourage arboreal biodiversity

A

fter one and a half years of
search for land, Agence Iter
France (AIF) has listed a total
of thirty four land proposals
thanks to the involvement of a
dozen participants(1). The land
required, which is to be used for
conservation measures, must
meet certain criteria defined by
a government decree: legal/land
criteria (480 hectares of adjoining
plots or divided plots if this
creates an increase in size of an
area already protected), ecological
criteria (presence of mature
oaks, saproxylophagous insects

A few month old ocellated lizard

including the hermit beetle and
bats including the European
Barbastelle bat) and socioeconomic criteria. However, in
reality, no one piece of land has
all the necessary criteria.
« The land surface areas vary
from a few dozen to several
hundred hectares and the environmental characteristics are
very different from site to site »,
explain the experts. « For this
reason, AIF have suggested the
development of a land coordination strategy around a core
group of natural areas which
would be acquired in the short
term for conservation management », explains Jérôme Paméla,
Director of Agence Iter France.
The first measure is in progress
and involves an offer to buy a
forested area of land of approximately 110 hectares at Ribiers,
a few kilometres north of
Sisteron. The land is considered
by the experts to be « of
remarkable ecological value ».

Regarding the public awareness
and information programme,
the aim is to increase the number of school class visits ranging
from primary school to college,
in order to place the children in
direct contact with biodiversity
and conservation issues. To support these information sessions
organised on the ITER site, several additional projects have been
launched in collaboration with
the Permanent Centre for Environmental Information (Cpie)
in Manosque and the National
Forestry Commission to create
an interactive educational trail
equipped with GPS stations and
educational booklets. Around
6 000 children are expected to
visit each year.

•

(1)
Land development specialists, the National
Forestry Commission, Regional Councils
from five departments (13, 04, 84, 83, 05),
Natura 2000 (Sainte Victoire, Luberon and
Verdon natural sites), the Luberon and
Verdon natural parks and nature experts.

During the summer,
from the 29th of June to
the 2nd of September 2010,
come and marvel at
the activities organised by
the Haute-Provence Observatory
with the participation of fifteen
private and public partners.
An exhibition is open to
the public at the site of the
Haute-Provence Observatory at
Saint-Michel de l'Observatoire.
The activities programmed aim
to share scientific discoveries
made by the young oak forest
study group.
According to the organisers,
in the heart of the Cordeliers
Convent in Forcalquier you will
be invited to use your senses to
« listen to the forest and the
stones of the edifice which
whisper ancient secrets that
men, with their wise words
and their profane words, slowly
approach... ». A series of
conferences (every Wednesday
at 6pm) will complete this
programme, all of which is part
of the international year for
biodiversity.
www.obs-hp.fr
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Agenda

A Footbridge Between
the Headquarters and
ITER
Pavillon Noir

Patio at the International School

ITER Headquarters
Model of the built site

A glass-sided footbridge equipped with louvers
will link the first floor of the headquarters and
the ITER control room which will be located one
level below the project construction platform. The
glass part of the footbridge will be approximately
30 metres long and once it reaches the platform it
will continue underground. The bridge will provide
direct pedestrian access to the research facilities.

The Companies
Involved

 2010 EDITION

MARSEILLE TRADE FAIR

Construction

Construction work on the ITER headquarters will be starting
this summer and will last two years. The building, which will
house the ITER Organization teams in 2012, will be built by the
Léon Grosse-Axima joint venture.

convivial common areas.
Finally, adjoining the headquarters
on the same side as the platform on
which the ITER tokamak research
facility will be built, the medical
and access gates building will
provide access to the research
facility area.

Planning
The works will be carried out over
a two year period. Preparatory work

24th SEPTEMBER ➔ 04th OCTOBER 2010
PARC CHANOT ★ PARC DES EXPOSITIONS & MARSEILLE PALAIS DES CONGRÈS

24th september-4th October 2010
Marseille Trade Fair

(site installation, levelling and
reinforcement...) will start this
summer. Work on the foundations
and the infrastructure is due to
start on the 1 st of September and
will last about six months. This
will be followed by work on the
shell of the superstructure (floors,
pillars, walls...). Work on the
facades and the external wooden
structures will start in February or
March 2011 and will be followed
by the builders for the finishings

(floor, ceiling and wall coverings,
locks...). Technical equipment and
interior fittings will be organised in
phases: electricity will be starting
in October or November 2010,
air-conditioning and ventilation in
February or March 2011 and
lifts will be installed in August or
September 2011. The road network,
car parks and external electricity
network will be achieved out at the
same time as the construction
work on the buildings.

Once again, ITER will be at the Marseille International Trade
Fair from the 24th of September to the 4th of October. Numerous
activities have been planned this year to allow the public to
discover all the facets of the project. The 60 m2 stand will be
located in Hall 1, which is dedicated to eco-energies and services,
and will be divided into several themes: the extraordinary world
of fusion, ITER construction site, interculturalism, the International School and the biodiversity of the site. For the general
public it provides a unique opportunity to meet engineers and
research scientists from all over the world and to get a taste of
this world of human, scientific and technical challenges.
www.foiredemarseille.com

•

th
11th to 15 October
The construction cost of the ITER headquarters,
financed by Europe and France, is approximately
40 million Euros. The work is to be carried out by
a joint venture involving Léon Grosse and Axima.
Léon Grosse is now in the final stages of the
construction of the International School in
Manosque (a 26 600 m2 building), the company is
also known for its work on the Pavillon Noir auditorium and the TGV train station in Aix-en-Provence
and the Natural History Museum in Paris. Axima,
part of the GDF-Suez group, will carry out the
work on heating, air-conditioning, ventilation and
plumbing. Project management has been assigned
to architects from the Var department, Rudy
Ricciotti and Laurent Bonhomme, and the technical
study offices CAP-Ingelec and SNC-Lavalin. Apave
will ensure health and safety on site, environmental
monitoring, technical controls and the coordination
of the fire protection system. Veritas will be
carrying out the regulation checks. Approximately
150 people will be working on the site from July
2010 for a two year period.

Channelling Rain water
A rainwater retrieval system on the roof of
the ITER headquarters will channel water to the
natural environment surrounding the constructions.
The rainwater will be channelled through a row of
basins built into the natural slope of the land.

Atoms for the Future

« Living » roof at the International School

Construction zone for the ITER headquarters and car parks (foreground)

L

ocated below the level of the
platform for the future ITER
research facility, this group of three
buildings has been designed to fit
in harmoniously with the natural
environment. The first building, of
approximately 600 m2, will be used
to welcome the public and will be
equipped with a 50 seat conference room. Access gates will also
be carried out from this building.
The facade of the building, which
unites architecture and structure,
will be made from architectonic
concrete. Despite its very light
appearance, this concrete has the
very high resistance necessary to
create the aesthetic asymmetric
geometric shapes of the building.
The building will have a natural
« living » roof which will help to
regulate the inside temperature
and reduce and control the flow of
rainwater.
Further up, the main building
of approximately 20 500 m2, will
provide office space for 460 people,
a restaurant for 1 000, an amphitheatre with 500 seats and
a boardroom. Facing the main
entrance to the ITER site (the access
roundabout on the D952 road), the

ITER headquarters will be a window
onto this unique project.
Robust and airy, approximately
200 metres long and 20 metres
high, the north-west facade of
the building will be shaped
like a bird's wing and will have
sunshades made of slats of fibre
concrete approximately 5 cm thick
and 17 cm deep and spaced 22 cm
apart. These will act as protection
for the facade and will also create
the appearance of a sort of sail
perceived differently depending on
the angle, the light and the season.
The extreme thinness of the slats
will guarantee a comfortable view.
The sunshades will be attached to
beams supporting outdoor footbridges accessible from inside the
building.
The south-east facade, linked to
the ITER platform by a footbridge
(see insert), will have metal rollerblinds to adjust the amount of
incoming light room by room.
This will also help to regulate the
temperature inside the building.

space Optimisation
In addition to the architectural

choices, « the aim is also to
preserve as much forest land as
possible », explains Jean-Michel
Troude, in charge of construction
monitoring for Agence Iter France.
To achieve this, the ground surface
area of this fi ve floor building will be
reduced as much as possible thus
preserving the natural environment directly around the building.
The entrance to the amphitheatre
will be « integrated into the ground
ﬂoor and the room will continue
on the ﬂoor below », he adds.
The result will be an overhanging
roof which will be planted with
scrub land plants and grasses.
Car parks with approximately
500 spaces, a common transport
area and road networks will all be
built in keeping with the natural
slope of the land on three successive levels.
The inside of the building has
also been designed with the aim
to optimise space and reduce
energy consumption.
Thus, the 50 m2 patios spaced
evenly along the central walkways
of the building will provide a well
of light. These roofless planted
patios will provide naturally lit,
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Main entrance to the International School

High Technology Concrete for the sunshades
The slats of the sunshades of the ITER headquarters will be approximately 15 metres high yet only 5 cm thick.
To make this possible, specialists will use ultra high performance fibre concrete with a very high resistance
making it possible to create complex and slender geometrical shapes.
Ultra high performance fibre concretes obtain their high resistance from their specific granular composition
along with the addition of plasticizers and metal fibres. They do not need the classic iron framework reinforcement system and thus allow the creation of the most audacious structures imaginable by architects.

Architect's view of the ITER headquarters' sunshades

Iter

